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twitter.com/Oziris...Page 2twitter.com/Oziris... pastebin.com/u5engC...Page 2pastebin.com/u5engC... Pretty much the name. What do you think and personal experience using the effective guide Oziris Ironaman? I made my own Ironman about 150 hours of total playing time. I have some decent base combat statistics as well as 80 agility,
but I am considering creating a new account after the Oziris leadership. My current problem is that I don't have time to play RS, so with the limited time I play I like to see progression, so I play on my core. I would really like to ply Ironman and I feel using the guide to tell me what to do makes the process easier for me. Published byu /
removed 2 years ago Unfortunately, this post was deleted by the person who originally posted it. It does not appear in any channels, and anyone who has a direct link to it will see a message like this one.86 commentsPage 2Posted byu / removed 2 years ago 86 comments pastebin.com/0xGyuk... Page 2Mail byu / removed 1 year ago 7
comments I just finished barb fishing and got 74 fishing /50 agility. I really don't want to follow the guide any more as I don't want to rush 84 blackjacking theft. I'm thinking about stopping the guide and making it graceful. Are there other things to get knocked out early that are useful? My goal is to get Burrows gloves first, I think. Just want
to start playing to have fun, the guide is very effective, but not fun, lol. Thank you! I started Ironman almost 3 weeks ago, I put about 4 days of game time into it after oziris guide as close as possible without losing my mind. I find myself missing steps in it or accidentally doing things out of order. Does anyone here follow the guide/follow the
guide and have any advice/changes to the guide that can help me? I find some things to be a little bad, nothing serious. I am currently fishing in the village of Shiloh in section 1.2 for reference. If you have any tips or differences that work best, please let me know! I feel like I haven't gotten that far beyond all the hours of playback I put in.
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